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In this handout, we cover the creation of functions in R and apply these principles

to producing simulations. Specifically, we are going to show the law of large numbers by

simulation. Lastly, we will speed up the computation times of these procedures using paral-

lelization.

1 Functions

A function in R contains arguments and an algorithm. As an example, we create a function

power with two arguments: a base a and a power b to raise that base to. We assign the

function its name, power, give the arguments, then the algorithm to compute

> power <- function(a, b=2){

+ a^b

+ }

Notice that when we give the arguments, we provide a default value for the power, 2; i.e.,

by default, the power function squares a given base. Testing the function, we have

> power(a=2, b=2)

[1] 4

> power(a=2)

[1] 4

> power(a=1:3)

1



[1] 1 4 9

> power(a=1:3, b=1:3)

[1] 1 4 27

> power(a=1, b=1:3)

[1] 1 1 1

We see that, when both arguments are vectors, the shorter vector is recycled to equal the

length of longer vector and each base is matched to the corresponding element in the powers

vector. Be sure that you understand how your arguments relate and what their dimensions

ought to be.

We can alter the power function to return the bases and powers used along with the

results as a list.

> power <- function(a, b=2){

+ results <- a^b

+ list(base=a, power=b, result=results)

+ }

> power(a=2, b=2)

$base

[1] 2

$power

[1] 2

$result

[1] 4

> power1 <- power(a=1:3, b=1:3)

> power1

$base

[1] 1 2 3

$power
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[1] 1 2 3

$result

[1] 1 4 27

> power1$base^power1$power == power1$result

[1] TRUE TRUE TRUE

If we joined the sets elements as a vector, rather than a list, it would be difficult to distinguish

where each set of values starts and ends. Also note that, when creating a list, we can give

names to each element, then assign a value to it (e.g., base=a).

2 Simulation

In simulation, we create a world that we completely understand, then introduce elements of

uncertainty and examine the result, by considering different estimators, for example. Here,

we are going to draw a random sample from a known normal distribution and calculate the

mean. We repeat this sampling many times and show that the mean of the sample means is

close to the expected value of the normal distribution. This is an illustration of the central

limit theorem:
√
n (x̄− µ) −→

n→∞
N(0, σ2),

where x has expected value µ and variance σ2 and n is the number of observations in a

sample (x may or may not follow a normal distribution).

As an aside, the function sapply takes a given function, repeats it over a set of indexes

x , and returns the result as a vector or a matrix. As a simple example,

> sapply(1:5, function(x){

+ x

+ })

[1] 1 2 3 4 5

The function defined inside simply returns whatever value is fed into it. The variable x is

the indexes, which we specify to be 1 through 5. Since the output of the function is a scalar,

the output is a vector with length equal to the number of indexes.

Now we turn to random number generation. In fact, computers are entirely determin-

istic and can only generate pseudo-random numbers. In fact if we set the starting position

or seed, we can get the exact same results every time
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> set.seed(24)

If we want to draw a random sample of size 10 from a standard normal distribution, we can

call

> rnorm(n=10, mean=0, sd=1)

[1] -0.54588 0.53659 0.41962 -0.58363 0.84746 0.26602 0.44459 -0.46650

[9] -0.84837 0.00231

Bringing these concepts together, we can simulate ten sets of size 100 samples from

a standard normal distribution, finding the mean of each, using

> sapply(1:10, function(x){

+ mean(rnorm(100))

+ })

[1] -1.17e-01 -6.78e-02 -1.07e-01 -1.48e-01 1.79e-01 -1.75e-01 -2.46e-05

[8] 8.83e-02 9.08e-02 -2.88e-01

First, note that the default distribution using rnorm is a standard normal and we don’t need

to specify the mean and variance. Also, we never actually use our indexes inside of our

function—x never appears in our function. The indexes here only serve to repeat calls to

the function that we are considering, giving new sets of random draws.

We may want to change the number of simulations, the mean and variance of the

normal distribution, and the size of each sample. Let’s create a function with these as

arguments.1

> CltSim <- function(nSims=1000, size=100, mu=0, sigma=1){

+ sapply(1:nSims, function(x){

+ mean(rnorm(n=size, mean=mu, sd=sigma))

+ })

+ }

Let’s plot a histogram of the results from this function

> hist(CltSim(), xlab="Sample means",

+ main="Distribution of sample means")

1If we are being very careful, we should replace 1:nSims with seq(length.out=nSims) to be robust to
setting nSims to 0.
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3 Parallelization

Though many computers have multiple cores or processors, R only sends calculations to one

of them. We can use a package that allows us to exploit all the cores on our machine, thereby

reducing the amount of time that is required to perform certain kinds of procedures.

Calculations like simulation, as well as the bootstrap and randomization inference

that we’ll cover later in the course, are “embarrassingly parallel” in that each simulation is

independent of all the others and can easily be distributed to different processors.

The package snow is a cross-platform solution that directs the calls to the apply

family of functions to different cores. First, we load the library.

> library(snow)

Then, we need to create a cluster mapping by telling snow how many cores we have.

> cl <- makeCluster(2)
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Now, we hardly have to modify our previous code at all to spread the process across clusters.

Rather than use the sapply function, we use parSapply, specify our cluster, then proceed

as before.

> ParCltSim <- function(cluster, nSims=1000, size=100, mu=0, sigma=1){

+ parSapply(cluster, 1:nSims, function(x){

+ mean(rnorm(n=size, mean=mu, sd=sigma))

+ })

+ }

> ParCltSim(cl, nSims=10)

[1] 0.1073 -0.1420 0.0915 -0.1435 0.0786 -0.0541 -0.1441 -0.0221 -0.1035

[10] -0.0577

The point of parallelization is that it saves computational time. Let’s see how much

time we save using the function system.time.

> system.time(sapply(1:50, function(x){

+ CltSim(nSims=100000, size=100)

+ }))

user system elapsed

251.843 0.404 253.978

> system.time(sapply(1:50, function(x){

+ ParCltSim(cluster=cl, nSims=100000, size=100)

+ }))

user system elapsed

19.546 0.756 163.922

Parallelization substantially reduces computation time.
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